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Abstract Extratropical cyclones have long been known to be important for midlatitude weather. It is
therefore important that our current state-of-the-art climate models are able to realistically represent these
features, in order that we can have confidence in how they are projected to change in a warming climate.
Despite the observation that these cyclones are extremely variable in their structure and features, there
have, over the years, been numerous attempts to classify or group them. Such classifications can provide
insight into the different cloud structures, airflows, and dynamical forcing mechanisms within the different
cyclone types. This review collects and details as many classification techniques as possible, and may
therefore act as a reference guide to classifications. These classifications offer the opportunity to improve
the way extratropical cyclone evaluation in climate models is currently done by giving more insight into the
dynamical and physical processes that occur in climate models (rather than just evaluating the mean state
over a broad region as is often done). Examples of where these ideas have been used, or could be used, are
reviewed. Finally, the potential impacts of future climate changes on extratropical cyclones are detailed.
The ways in which the classification techniques could improve our understanding of future changes in
extratropical cyclones and their impacts are given.
1. Introduction
Extratropical cyclones (also called midlatitude storms) are a vital component of the global circulation [e.g.,
Chang et al., 2002], transporting huge amounts of moisture and energy. The passage of these systems is
responsible for much of the day-to-day variability of weather in the midlatitudes, with cyclones and fronts
bringingupto90%of theprecipitation [Cattoetal., 2012;Hawcroft etal., 2012] includingextremes (for example,
as defined by events above the 99th percentile [Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Catto and Pfahl, 2013]) and causing
damage associated with strong winds [e.g., Browning, 2004; Leckebusch et al., 2006]. It is therefore of great
importance that climate models are able to represent these features so that we can have confidence in
projections of how these systems may change in a future climate.
Evaluation of extratropical storm tracks is an important part of the process of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), and there has beenmuch recent interest in looking not just at the mean preferred
storm locations but also at the structure of extratropical cyclones in climatemodels and their associated cloud
and precipitation features [Field and Wood, 2007; Catto et al., 2010; Govekar et al., 2014]. These studies have
primarily considered the average properties of a large number of cyclones, without considering their salient
features. I would like to propose that there are a number of techniques that have been published, and are
available, that could improve the way extratropical cyclone evaluation in climate models is currently
done—that is, by utilizing cyclone classification techniques.
Over the years there have been great efforts to study and understand observed extratropical cyclones; how
they are initiated, how they grow, their life cycles, and impacts. Zillman and Price [1972] stated that, “Inspec-
tion of even a few months of daily satellite pictures provides convincing evidence that no two vortices are
ever quite the same.” Despite this, classifying cyclones according to their similarities has longbeen considered
useful [e.g., Zillman and Price, 1972; Troup and Streten, 1972] in order to aid in understanding the impor-
tant mechanisms. There are also physical and dynamical reasons why we would expect cyclones to fit into
different classes.
There are certain configurations of the atmospheric flow in themidlatitudes that are expected to force upward




• There are a number of methods
used to classify extratropical cyclones
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diabatic contributions
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background flow [e.g., Hoskins andWest, 1979; Davies et al., 1991; Thorncroft et al., 1993; Pinto et al., 2014]. As
a result of so many processes to consider, the classification of extratropical cyclones has been approached in
manydifferentways. Examplesof these include simple conceptualmodels, idealizedmodeling, cloud features,
forcing mechanisms, synoptic and dynamic features, and impacts.
With so many ways of grouping and classifying cyclones, the first goal of this review paper is to collect and
detail as many classification techniques as possible: how the classification is done, what the main features of
the different classes are, and how they have been applied in the past. An attempt is made to link the different
classification results together by identifying similarities in the observed classes. This review can then serve as
a reference manual for extratropical cyclone classification techniques (see section 3).
The second goal, covered in section 4, is to review what has been done in relation to the evaluation of extrat-
ropical cyclones in climatemodels. Themost recent IPCC report [Flato et al., 2013] included a section onmodel
evaluation of the extratropical storm tracks (either defined as a maximum in Eulerian measures such as eddy
kinetic energy, or in Lagrangian cyclone tracking track densities). The focus herewill therefore be on instances
in which classification techniques have been used and then identifying where they could be further applied.
These techniques can offer a more detailed evaluation of cyclones compared to just considering the average
structure over many, often quite different, composited cyclones. The classifications can also offer insight into
the dynamical and physical processes that occur in climate models.
With a changing climate it seems likely that not all cyclones will be affected in the same way. Making use
of classifications may help to diagnose and understand projected changes in extratropical cyclones. There
are only very few studies that have made use of such techniques when looking at future changes. Section 5
will therefore primarily focus on projected changes in extratropical cyclones and will identify other climatic
factors that could influence how the many different classes of cyclones may change. Finally, a critical analysis
of which techniquesmay be useful in climatemodel evaluation and investigation of future changes, and how
this field of study can be moved forward by using the newest data available is given in section 6.
2. Introduction to Baroclinic Instability and Potential Vorticity Thinking
In almost all discussions on extratropical cyclones, reference will be made to baroclinic instability or
baroclinicity. This is the primarymechanism bywhich extratropical cyclones develop and so it deserves some
attention in a review such as this. Another important concept is the so-called PV thinking [Hoskins et al., 1985],
and a brief introduction is given here. Readers familiar with these concepts may wish to skip to section 3.
Potential vorticity (PV) is a conserved quantity for adiabatic, frictionless flow. It is a measure of the circula-
tion of a fluid parcel between two isentropic surfaces and depends on the absolute vorticity and the static
stability (or stratification) of the atmosphere. PV is typically higher in the stratosphere and lower in the tropo-
sphere and the tropopause is often defined as the level in the atmosphere above which the PV is greater than
2 PVU (potential vorticity units; 1 PVU = 10–6 K kg−1 m2 s−1) in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and less than
−2 PVU in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Above this level the gradient of PV increases markedly.
2.1. Baroclinic Instability
Due to the differential heating of Earth by the Sun, there is a strong meridional temperature gradient in the
midlatitudes. Through thermal wind balance, this temperature gradient creates a vertical shear of zonal wind,
and flow that is unstable to small perturbations. This is a type of wave instability that grows by converting
available potential energy into kinetic energy. One way to think of baroclinic growth is the interaction of two
waves (counterpropagating Rossby waves)—one at the surface and one near the tropopause [e.g., Hoskins
et al., 1985]. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the concept of baroclinic interaction. Consider a mean
state in which there is a positive equator-to-pole potential vorticity (PV) gradient at upper levels and a
negative equator-to-pole temperature gradient at the surface. An upper level trough (i.e., a cyclonic PV
anomaly—positive in the NH and negative in the SH), through action at a distance, induces a cyclonic circu-
lation at the surface. This produces positive (and negative) anomalies of temperature at the surface that also
have associated cyclonic (and anticyclonic) circulations. The waves at each level act to enhance the ampli-
tude of each other and a small perturbation can grow. The upper level wave propagates westward relative to
the mean flow, while the low-level wave propagates eastward relative to the mean flow. The vertical shear of
zonal wind means that there is the possibility of the counterpropagating Rossby waves phase locking, hence
producing an unstable growth mechanism.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of baroclinic instability in the Northern Hemisphere, with waves on the surface and the
upper boundary. There is constant wind shear with height, indicated by the thin black arrows on the left of the diagram.
The large black filled arrows indicate the circulation on the upper level due to the PV anomaly, the small black filled
arrows indicate the induced flow at the surface. The large nonfilled arrows indicate the circulation due to the surface
temperature anomaly, while the small nonfilled arrows indicate the circulation induced at the upper level.
Some early mathematical descriptions of baroclinic instability include the Eady Model [Eady, 1949] and the
CharneyModel [Charney, 1947]. Themaximumgrowth rate from the EadyModel is often used as a diagnostic
of the baroclinicity of the atmosphere [e.g., Lindzen and Farrell, 1980]. This measure is a good indicator of the
possibility of extratropical cyclone development [Hoskins and Valdes, 1990] and is a necessary factor in the
development of some types of cyclones, which will be discussed throughout the review.
2.2. PV Thinking
The description of baroclinic instability given above assumes growth from small perturbations. However, in
the real atmosphere, there are usually finite amplitude anomalies at either upper or lower levels. Hoskins
et al. [1985] developed the concept of “PV thinking” in order to understand atmospheric circulation through
interactions of different anomalous features. Due to PV being a conserved quantity, its rate of change can be
predicted by advection. Any further changes can be attributed to the creation or destruction of PV by diabatic
processes (friction, latent heating, and radiative heating).
PV can also be inverted (assuming some appropriate balance conditions) to give the dynamic (winds and
geopotential) and thermodynamic (potential temperature) state of the atmosphere [Davis and Emanuel,
1991]. Figure 2 shows the potential temperature and circulation field associated with upper level cyclonic PV
anomalies. When the tropopause is lowered, bringing a positive PV anomaly (negative in the SH), potential
temperature contours bendup toward the anomaly, giving a cold anomaly, anda cyclonic circulation is induced.
The effects of the circulation spread to the surface, thereby inducing surface extratropical cyclogenesis.
3. Different Approaches to Classification
In this section the many different ways of classifying extratropical cyclones are detailed, including the tech-
niques, the features of the classes, and how they may have been applied. This provides a basis for sections 4
and 5, in which the (potential) applications of the classifications are discussed.
3.1. Simple Conceptual Models and Life Cycle Characteristics
3.1.1. The Development of Conceptual Models
Some of the early work on understanding the passage of extratropical cyclones was developed in Norway
by the group of Vilhelm Bjerknes. They developed a conceptual understanding of such cyclones through the
use of surface-based weather observations and eventually their meteorological teachings became known
as the Bergen School of Meteorology. The particular conceptual model they developed to describe cyclone
genesis and development [Bjerknes and Solberg, 1922] is now known as the Norwegian model in their honor
(see Figure 3a). This model describes the passage of families of cyclones developing along a sharpmeridional
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Figure 2. Vertical structure of potential temperature and wind anomalies associated with a cyclonic isentropic PV
anomaly (a lowered tropopause; shown as the stippled region) for the Northern Hemisphere. The thick black line
represents the tropopause. Following Hoskins et al. [1985].
temperature gradient known as the polar front (Figure 3a, I). A kink in the polar front develops into a low
pressure system with warm and cold fronts and associated rainfall, and a warm sector (Figure 3a, II–III). As
the cyclone continues through its life cycle, the warm sector narrows and the fronts become occluded as the
cyclone deepens (Figure 3a, IV). Eventually the occlusion grows and the warm sector no longer remains, with
the original version of the model showing a pinching-off of some warm air near the center of the cyclone
(not shown in Figure 3a). The trailing cold front is then considered the polar front ready for the next cyclone
development.
Figure 3. Conceptual models of cyclone evolution showing (top) lower tropospheric (e.g., 850hPa) geopotential height
and fronts, and (bottom) lower tropospheric potential temperature (going from cold on the north side to warm on
the south side). (a) Norwegian cyclone model: (I) incipient frontal cyclone, (II and III) narrowing warm sector, and (IV)
occlusion; (b) Shapiro-Keyser cyclone model: (I) incipient frontal cyclone, (II) frontal fracture, (III) frontal T-bone and
bent-back front, and (IV) frontal T-bone and warm seclusion. Figure 3b is adapted from Shapiro and Keyser [1990]
(their Figure 10.27) to enhance the zonal elongation of the cyclone and fronts and to reflect the continued existence
of the frontal T-bone in stage IV. The stages in the respective cyclone evolutions are separated by approximately
6–24h and the frontal symbols are conventional. The characteristic scale of the cyclones based on the distance from
the geopotential height minimum, denoted by L, to the outermost geopotential height contour in stage IV is 1000 km.
(From Schultz et al. [1998], ©American Meteorological Society, reprinted with permission.)
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The ability to forecast the weather motivated a lot of the early conceptual models of cyclogenesis and the
polar front theory, including the Norwegian model (see Uccellini et al. [1999], for a historical overview of the
forecasting of extratropical cyclones). The Norwegianmodel of cyclone life cycles has, therefore, been widely
used in forecasting and also in teaching synoptic meteorology. Nevertheless, the occlusion process with a
narrowing warm sector (a process that has often been described as the cold front “catching up” to the
warm front, but more recently—and accurately—being described as the fronts “wrapping up” [Schultz and
Vaughan, 2011], has not been found to be universally applicable.
A large number of idealizedmodeling studies aimed to simulate the life cycles of baroclinic waves or cyclones
using varying levels of complexity. These simulations did not exhibit the same features as the Norwegian life
cyclemodel. For example,Hoskins andWest [1979] found no occluded fronts developed,while Polavarapuand
Peltier [1990] found that the occlusion developed as thewarm air turned cyclonically andwas cut off from the
main warm air mass. Other modeling studies also foundmany differences between their simulations and the
Norwegianmodel [e.g.,Hoskins, 1976, 1981; Keyser et al., 1989]. More realistic simulations of real cyclones also
produced cyclones with features different from the Norwegian model [Shapiro and Keyser, 1990].
In the late 1980s there were a number of intensive observing campaigns whose focus was on understanding
rapid cyclogenesis, including the Fronts and Atlantic Storm-Track EXperiment (FASTEX) [Joly et al., 1997, 1999]
and the Experiment on Rapidly Intensifying Cyclones over the Atlantic (ERICA) [Hadlock and Kreitzberg, 1988].
The life cycle of one the cyclones observed during ERICAwas described in detail byNeimanandShapiro [1993]
and Neiman et al. [1993]. Using these observations and observations from other field-observing programs,
Shapiro and Keyser [1990] proposed a new conceptual model of the life cycle of extratropical cyclones. In this
life cycle, the incipient cyclone starts inmuch the sameway as theNorwegianmodel, on abroad frontal region
(Figure 3b, I). In the next phase, the cold andwarm front separate at the cyclone center (fracture) and become
narrower and stronger (Figure 3b, II). The cold front moves across the cyclone, while the warm front extends
rearward, forming a characteristic “T-bone” structure (Figure 3b, III). In the final stage of the life cycle, relatively
warm air becomeswrapped up in the center of the cyclone forming awarm seclusion (Figure 3b, IV). It should
be noted that this warm seclusion is not the result of warm sector air being pinched off, as is suggested in the
model of Bjerknes and Solberg [1922], but rather the wrapping up of the warm air in the center of the cyclone.
Later work has suggested that actually there may be some cyclones that more closely resemble the
Shapiro-Keyser model, and some that more closely resemble the Norwegian model. Schultz et al. [1998] sug-
gested that cyclones occurring in diffluent flow develop in a way that is similar to the Norwegian model,
whereby the cold front is pulled in a more meridional direction and is stronger than the warm front. On the
other hand, cyclones look more like the Shapiro-Keyser model when they occur in confluent flow, with the
cold front being more zonally elongated, and the warm front being stronger (a feature that was evident in
the cyclone of Neiman and Shapiro [1993]).
3.1.2. Idealized Modeling
Idealized modeling studies have proved an extremely useful tool in the development of theories regarding
the evolution of extratropical cyclones and their associated fronts [e.g., Hoskins andWest, 1979; Simmons and
Hoskins, 1980; Emanuel et al., 1987; Davies et al., 1991; Thorncroft et al., 1993; Fantini, 2004], as well as their
impacts [Polvani and Esler, 2007; Sinclair et al., 2008]. Thorncroft et al. [1993] simulated two different baroclinic
life cycles, which differed only in the amount of cyclonic shear in the initialization [e.g., Simmons and Hoskins,
1980]. These life cycles exhibited quite different developments over their lifetimes. The first (LC1) exhibited
anticyclonic (or equatorward of the jet) Rossbywave breaking (RWB)with elongated upper level PV streamers
eventually leading to a cutoff of cyclonic PV. This upper level PV anomaly then interacted with the low-level
frontal structure to eventually form a secondary cyclone (see section 3.4). The second life cycle (LC2), which
startedwithmore cyclonic shear, exhibited cyclonic RWB (with the features wrapping up poleward of the jet),
resulting in much broader, more meridionally confined PV anomalies and larger surface cyclones. These two
contrasting life cycles have been extremely useful in many studies of real-world scenarios, for example, in
understanding blocking and how this relates to cyclogenesis at the surface [Gómara et al., 2014;Michel et al.,
2012; Barnes and Hartmann, 2012], and for describing flow regimes at different times [e.g., Sodemann and
Stohl, 2013]. Methods to objectively detect RWB events [e.g., Wernli and Sprenger, 2007; Martius et al., 2007,
2008; Masato et al., 2013a] and define them as anticyclonic or cyclonic and, therefore, LC1 or LC2 may be a
useful tool in the evaluation of climate models [Béguin et al., 2013; Masato et al., 2013b] and their ability to
represent the large-scale and smaller-scale features of extratropical cyclogenesis.
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Many of the studies described above focused on relatively small regions, such as the North Atlantic, due to
the requirement for observations to validate the theory and modeling. It is possible that certain features and
life cycles may be more evident in some regions than others, and there may be a spatial distribution to the
type of life cycle that is most common. Changand Song [2006] identified differences in cyclone characteristics
between the North Atlantic and North Pacific. Such differences may be associated with the differing orienta-
tions of the jet stream in these regions or with the shape of the bordering landmasses [e.g., Brayshaw et al.,
2009]. The development of higher-resolution, observationally constrained data sets (e.g., reanalysis data sets),
particularly including a lot of remote sensing observations, provides an opportunity to investigate this in
more detail. Features that could be used to identify the two different conceptual life cycles could be thewarm
seclusion, the relative strength and orientation of the warm and cold fronts, and the frontolysis evident in the
frontal fracture zone. The ideas put forward by Schultz et al. [1998] could then be tested on a large scale, and
the ability of relatively low-resolution climate models to simulate these features examined.
3.1.3. Explosive Cyclones
One particular life cycle characteristic that has been used to separate out certain cyclones is their rapid deep-
ening or “explosive cyclogenesis.” Thewidely acceptedway to define such a “bomb” is that its central pressure
must fall by at least 1 bergeron (defined as 24(sin휙∕sin 60∘) hPa in 24 h [Sanders and Gyakum, 1980], where 휙
is the latitude of the cyclone, following the work of Tor Bergeron). In regions where there is a strong merid-
ional gradient of climatological mean sea level pressure, consideration of the central pressure change relative
to the climatological mean sea level pressure is more meaningful [Lim and Simmonds, 2002]. Such cyclones
can have large impacts due to their precipitation, storm surge, or strong winds [e.g., Sanders and Gyakum,
1980; Fink et al., 2009; Liberato et al., 2011] and can be difficult to forecast ([e.g., Sanders, 1987; Gyakum et al.,
1996]). Sanders and Gyakum [1980] developed a climatology of such cyclones in the NH, finding the largest
frequencies of occurrence in thewesternNorth Atlantic close to the coast of North America, over the Kuroshio
current region to the east of Japan, and in themid-Pacific (based on three cold seasons). This was further con-
firmed by the updated climatologies of Roebber [1984], Chen et al. [1992], and by a comparative study of the
NH and SH using objective cyclone tracking by Lim and Simmonds [2002]. In the SH the regions of occurrence
of explosive cyclogenesis are not quite so constrained as in the NH, consistent with the patterns of the overall
storm tracks. Nevertheless, there are maxima in winter in the Southern Ocean south of Australia, to the east
of Australia, in the south central Pacific, and to the east of the South American continent.
The correspondence of the preferred locations for explosive cyclogenesis and strong baroclinicity points
toward the importance of baroclinic instability for this phenomenon [Sanders and Gyakum, 1980; Wang and
Rogers, 2001; Limand Simmonds, 2002]. As we shall see for other classes of cyclones, this is not the only impor-
tant ingredient. Other factors involved in explosive cyclogenesis are upper level forcing, air-sea interactions,
and diabatic heating—these vary in importance between cyclones and depending on their location. For
example,
1. Upper level forcing may be associated with upper level PV anomalies [e.g., Elsberry and Kirchoffer, 1988;
Wang and Rogers, 2001; Dacre and Gray, 2013; Kouroutzoglou et al., 2015], potentially caused by either
cyclonic or anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking [Gómara et al., 2014] and this seems to be more important
in the east Atlantic than the west Atlantic [Wang and Rogers, 2001; Dacre and Gray, 2013].
2. Air-sea interaction involves the flux of energy from the ocean to the atmosphere, resulting in heating and
moistening of the atmosphere and reduced stability, which is important prior to and during the explosive
development [Davis and Emanuel, 1988; Kuo et al., 1991; Reed et al., 1993]. Moisture from the ocean may be
transported onshore, contributing to latent heating in the cyclones [Brennan and Lackmann, 2005] and it
may be evaporated by drier airstreams within the cyclones, leading to enhanced latent heat release in the
warm conveyor belt region of the cyclone [Booth et al., 2012; Hirata et al., 2015].
3. Latent heat release (diabatic heating) can be very important in the generation and/or development of
explosive cyclones [Anthes et al., 1983; Manobianco, 1989; Lim and Simmonds, 2002; Heo et al., 2015;
Kouroutzoglou et al., 2015]. Heo et al. [2015] find that the latent heat released in an explosive cyclone could
account for around half of the intensification seen during the initial phase of cyclone development. How-
ever,Manobianco [1989] found that the latent heat release from convectionwasmore important during the
latter stages of cyclone development.
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Figure 4. Schematic depiction of three basic sequences of vortex development evident in satellite imagery. See
section 3.2 for description. White dots represent regions of convection, solid white areas represent stratiform cloud.
Label I shows enhanced convection, label II shows the decaying cloud band, and label III shows the convective mass and
cloud band merging. (From Browning [1990], ©American Meteorological Society, reprinted with permission.)
Recently, Fink et al. [2012] decomposed the diabatic contributions to a number of explosively developing
cyclones in the northeast Atlantic. In some of the cyclones considered, diabatic heating played a greater role
in cyclone development than temperature advection, whereas in others, the diabatic processes were less
important. Such a tool could be used to objectively classify cyclones in reanalysis data and subsequently
evaluate them in climate models.
3.2. Satellite Classification
In the1960s, satellitesbegan tobeused formeteorological purposes and it becamepossible to viewextratrop-
ical cyclones from above by their distinctive cloud signatures. From these cloud signatures, upper level flow
features can be inferred and, when combined with analysis data, are a powerful tool for understanding extra-
tropical cyclogenesis [e.g., Zillman and Price, 1972; Browning, 1990; Evans et al., 1994]. This is especially useful
for deep cyclones (those with low central pressure), since cloud features become more distinct in deeper
cyclones (when considering cyclones at any point in their life cycle) [Field and Wood, 2007]. Satellite classifi-
cation has mostly been used to classify the cyclogenesis as an aid to forecasting [e.g., Zillman and Price, 1972;
Reed, 1979; Reed and Blier, 1986a, 1986b; Evans et al., 1994; Young, 1993]. Others have used satellite data to
look at different cyclone life cycles [e.g., Troup and Streten, 1972] or relate cloud features to cyclone intensities
[Junker and Haller, 1980].
One of the first studies to classify cyclogenesis from satellite data was that of Zillman and Price [1972]. They
classified a number of cyclones in the SH according to the cloud configurations viewed in photos from
the “Automatic Picture Transmission” from weather satellites. Three configurations were identified over the
Southern Ocean and later shown by Browning andHill [1985] and Browning [1990] to be applicable to the NH.
The NH version of the schematic representation of the three classes is shown in Figure 4. The three classes
from Zillman and Price [1972] are as follows:
1. The comma development. This occurs in a region of cold air and has also been referred to as cold-air cyclo-
genesis. A cloud cluster associated with a cyclonic vortex develops far from the main polar front (and the
typical warm conveyor belt, see next section).
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the four types of cyclogenesis proposed in Evans et al. [1994]: (a) The emerging
cloud head; (b) the comma cloud; (c) the left exit; and (d) the instant occlusion. Temporal separation between early (left)
and later (right) stages of evolution is approximately 12–24 h. Frontal symbols are conventional; remaining symbols are
defined in the legend. (From Evans et al. [1994], ©American Meteorological Society, reprinted with permission.)
2. The instant occlusion. In this class the cloud cluster (also referred to as a baroclinic leaf ) catches up to the
polar front cloud band and interacts with the warm conveyor belt (WCB).
3. The frontal-wave sequence. This is identified as the development of a cloud head as theWCB rises over the
surface warm front [Browning, 1990].
A number of other schemes of extratropical cyclone classification using satellite imagery were developed
[e.g., Mullen, 1983; Browning and Hill, 1985; Young, 1993, 1996]; however, in their thorough overview, Evans
et al. [1994] found that each of the classes identified in these studies could be related to the three classes
proposed by Zillman and Price [1972] (apart from one case from Young [1993, 1996]).
Evans et al. [1994] developed a new classification scheme for cyclogenesis, focusing on rapid deepening
events in the western North Atlantic. They used satellite data to develop their classifications but com-
bined these with analysis data to provide information about the upper level flow and the surface cyclone
development. The four classes from Evans et al. [1994] are shown in Figure 5 and a description is given below.
1. Emerging Cloud Head (Figure 5a). In this class, the cyclogenesis occurs along the surface polar front and is
seen when a typical anticyclonic cloud head becomes visible poleward of the main polar front cloud band.
The upper level flow is typically fairly zonal and occurs downstream of a confluent trough in the left jet
exit region.
2. Comma Cloud Development (Figure 5b). This occurs when cyclogenesis occurs upstream of and on the
cold-air side of the polar front cloud band and there is no interaction between the two, as for the Zillman
and Price [1972] class of the same name. The surface cyclone develops underneath the left exit region of a
jet streak.
3. Left Exit (Figure 5c). This class can be identified by the merger of two cloud features: the baroclinic leaf and
the polar front cloud band. Like the comma cloud development, left exit development occurs upstream of
the polar front cloud band and associated with a deep upper level trough and diffluent flow.
4. Instant Occlusion (Figure 5d). This class of cyclogenesis also involves the merger of a cloud cluster with the
polar front cloud band, but deepening occurs in the entrance region of a jet streak, i.e., confluent flow. In
this case, the cloud cluster exhibits more convective cloud characteristics compared to the left exit case.
The left exit class and the instant occlusion of Evans et al. [1994] are most similar to the instant occlusion of
Zillman and Price [1972] and Browning and Hill [1985]; however, the two classes of Evans et al. [1994] vary in
their upper level flowconfiguration (i.e., left jet exit versus jet entrance) and therefore the resultingorientation
and structure of the clouds. The emerging cloud head resembles the frontal-wave sequence, and the comma
cloud resembles the comma development.
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Figure 6. Schematic showing warm conveyor belt (WCB), cold conveyor belt (CCB), and dry intrusion (DI) (adapted from
Browning [1997]). (From Catto et al. [2010], ©American Meteorological Society, reprinted with permission.)
3.3. Airstream Analysis
A number of studies attempted to explain the cloud features of extratropical cyclones using the ideas of
cyclone-relative airflows [Harrold, 1973; Carlson, 1980; Browning, 1990], initially from a bulk air mass per-
spective using isentropic flow maps. There are three main airflows that can often be identified within an
extratropical cyclone; the warm conveyor belt (WCB), the cold conveyor belt (CCB), and the dry intrusion (DI),
shown schematically in Figure 6. The WCB is a stream of warm moist air typically traveling poleward parallel
to the cold front [Harrold, 1973; Carlson, 1980]. The warm air rises over the warm front and eventually turns
anticyclonically at upper levels. This airstream is themost important for producing precipitation within extra-
tropical cyclones [Browning, 1990]. Browning [1986] identified two different types of WCB; a forward sloping
WCB associatedwith a wide area ofmoderate-to-heavy precipitation; and a rearward slopingWCB associated
with a narrow region of very heavy precipitation along the cold front, and behind it a larger region of light
precipitation. The CCB travels rearward relative to the cyclone propagation, at lower levels undercutting the
WCB, with the main path being cyclonic around the cyclone center, but partly anticyclonic as it ascends into
the cloud head [Schultz, 2001]. The DI is a flow of colder, drier air descending behind the cyclone. This tends
to fan out at lower levels either anticyclonically or cyclonically [Thorncroft et al., 1993], generating the distinc-
tive dry slot along the rearward side of the cold front seen in satellite images. The cyclonic turning dry air can
overrun the cold front, generating instability and potential for severe convection [Browning, 1990].
Lagrangian parcel trajectory analysis has proved a valuable tool in further investigating WCBs [e.g., Wernli
and Davies, 1997;Wernli, 1997], which are often defined as trajectories ascending by some threshold within a
certain time period (e.g., 600 hPa in 2 days [Madonna et al., 2014a]). This definition identifies features that are
smaller than what might be determined from isentropic flowmaps. Trajectory analysis has shown that WCBs
bring anomalously anticyclonic PV to upper levels—due to the condensational heating that occurs during
the parcel ascent—contributing to downstream development [Joos and Wernli, 2012; Schemm et al., 2013;
Madonna et al., 2014a], and they are often associated with very heavy precipitation events [Pfahl et al., 2014;
Catto et al., 2015a]. Objective climatologies of WCBs have been produced from reanalysis data [Eckhardt et al.,
2004;Madonna et al., 2014a] and the relationship between the WCB and CCB investigated in idealized simu-
lations of cyclones [SchemmandWernli, 2014]. Additionally, the cloud structures associated with the airflows
can be identified using satellite data [e.g., Naud et al., 2012; Govekar et al., 2011].
Combining these climatologies with objective methods of cyclone detection and tracking and front iden-
tification [e.g., Catto et al., 2015a] gives potential to classify cyclones according to the relative strength of
the WCB, CCB, and DI. These characteristics would also manifest themselves in the cloud features. Linked to
this, a combination of trajectory analysis, satellite cloud information, and objective frontal climatologies [e.g.,
Berry et al., 2011] could be used to objectively identify the forward sloping and rearward sloping WCBs that
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Catto et al. [2015a] suggestedmay preferentially occur in different geographical regions. Since these typically
lead to quite different cloud structures and precipitation, the simulation of the correct relative frequency of
such systems is vital for understanding future precipitation changes, and cloud impacts on circulation. One
limitation of current archived climate model output, for this sort of analysis, is the temporal and vertical res-
olution required for the trajectory analysis, but this could be performed by individual modeling centers on
their own models.
3.4. Synoptic-Dynamic Classification
3.4.1. Upper Level Versus Lower Level Forcing
The conceptual model of cyclogenesis and cyclone life cycles following the work of the Bergen School
suggests that synoptic cyclones are generated in the baroclinic environment of the polar front. A second
proposed mechanism for cyclogenesis was tested by Petterssen et al. [1955] as the hypothesis that “cyclonic
development at sea level occurs when and where an area of positive vorticity advection in the upper tropo-
sphere becomes superimposed upon a frontal zone at sea level.” Petterssen and Smebye [1971] looked inmore
detail at these two mechanisms and developed a classification of them based on the relative contribution
of upper level and lower level forcing in the development of the cyclones. The study of Deveson et al. [2002]
attempted to quantify the upper level and lower level forcing present through the life cycle in a number of
cyclones observed during FASTEX [Joly et al., 1997, 1999]. This was done by using a height-attributable ver-
sion of the quasi-geostrophic omega equation—this determines the forcing of ascent and descent at 700 hPa
attributable to both thermal advection at low levels (L) and vorticity advection at upper levels (U). The ratio of
this forcing (U∕L) is used as a measure of the relative forcing, and the horizontal distance between the maxi-
mumupper level and lower level forcing is referred to as the vertical tilt. As well as the two types identified by
Petterssen and Smebye [1971], Deveson et al. [2002] also identified a third type. The three types are as follows:
1. Type A. These cyclones form in a baroclinic zone with a surface frontal feature. In the classification of
Petterssen and Smebye [1971] they specified that there was no preexisting upper level trough; however,
Deveson et al. [2002] suggested this was due to deficiencies in the upper level analysis—weak upper level
features could not so easily be identified. Thermal advection at low levels is large and vorticity advection
at upper levels is small, and the U∕L ratio found in Deveson et al. [2002] is close to 1. Type A cyclones tend
to have a constant vertical tilt (i.e., the horizontal distance between the upper level and lower level forcing
remains constant) during their development, indicating phase locking of the levels, akin to the baroclinic
instability mechanism shown in Figure 1. Gray and Dacre [2006] defined slightly different thresholds of the
U∕L ratio to identify the three types of cyclone and found that Type A represents 30% of all cyclones in
the North Atlantic region, with 60% of this type found to deepen. Dacre and Gray [2009] only considered
the developing cyclones and found that in the west Atlantic and east Atlantic, Type A cyclones represented
24% and 11% of cyclones, respectively. (The studies of Dacre and Gray [2009] and Gray and Dacre [2006]
used only cyclones identified as frontal waves using the database from Hewson [1998.])
2. TypeB. These cyclones occurwhenapreexistingupper level troughmoves over a regionofwarmadvection,
giving high values of vorticity advection at upper levels. The thermal advection at low levels is small to
start with and increases as the low-level circulation is induced. The average value ofU∕L for type B cyclones
is between 1.2 and 3.0 [Deveson et al., 2002]. Due to the progression of the upper level trough, the tilt
between the surface low and the upper level trough decreases as the cyclone develops, giving a nega-
tive correlation over the cyclone life cycle between tilt and cyclone intensity. Deveson et al. [2002] called
this type “frontal-wave cyclone,” and all Type Bs considered in Deveson et al. [2002] were found to be
second-generation waves on fronts (i.e., secondary frontal waves) [Parker, 1998] by Joly et al. [1999]. Type B
cyclones are the most prevalent of the three types in the North Atlantic making up 38% of cyclones iden-
tified by Gray and Dacre [2006]; 56% of these develop. Of developing cyclones, type B represents 51% and
50% in the west and east Atlantic, respectively [Dacre and Gray, 2009].
3. Type C. These cyclones were initially identified by Deveson et al. [2002] as cyclones that had very strong
upper level forcing, but a weak temporal correlation between the tilt and the cyclone intensity. These
represented 32% of all cyclones identified in Gray and Dacre [2006], but only 31% of these subsequently
developed. Of the developing cyclones, Type Cwere found to bemore prevalent in the east Atlantic than in
thewest Atlantic region [DacreandGray, 2009]. Explosive development canoccur once the upper and lower
levels become coupled. Plant et al. [2003] performed a detailed study on some postulated Type C cyclones
and found three important aspects: “(i) the crucial role of strong midlevel latent heating; (ii) the absence
of significant surface thermal anomalies; and (iii) interactions of the diabatic and upper level anomalies
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the various effects of latent heat release on the low-level circulation associated
with upper level potential vorticity anomalies. (a) The situation with no latent heat release. The upper line denotes a
tropopause fold, with associated positive PV anomaly. A low-level, cyclonic circulation is induced. (b) The dominant
effects of latent heating. A positive low-level anomaly is formed which intensifies the low-level circulation. A local sink
of PV is located above and erodes the upper level feature. (c) A subsidiary effect of latent heat release. A downstream
ridge is generated and is associated with weak, downstream anticyclonic flow. (From Ahmadi-Givi et al. [2004], ©Royal
Meteorological Society, reprinted with permission.)
that weaken the low-level fields attributable to the upper level feature.” In order to really separate the dif-
ferent types, an approach that takes the latent heating into account is necessary. Both Ahmadi-Givi et al.
[2004] and Plant et al. [2003] used a piecewise PV inversion technique to quantify the influence of different
PV features. This involves calculating geopotential height fields from individual PV features in the field, for
example, upper level or lower level features.
The influence of diabatic heating on the development of Type C cyclones was described for a case study in
Ahmadi-Givi et al. [2004] and is shown schematically in Figure 7. In this case the cyclone was initiated by an
upper level PV anomaly when there was almost no low-level temperature anomaly. During the development,
a low-level PV anomaly developed due to latent heat release, and the induced cyclonic circulation generated
a temperature anomaly. The temperature anomaly played very little role in the intensification of the cyclone,
whereas the upper level PV anomaly and the latent heating-induced low-level PV anomaly contributed sim-
ilarly toward the mature stage of the cyclone life cycle. The outflow at upper levels acted to weaken the
upper level PV anomaly and contributed to downstream ridge development. This interaction can explain the
increasing tilt with height found in Type C cyclones by Deveson et al. [2002]. In fact, the downstream impact
of outflow from extratropical cyclones, particularly the WCB, which reaches upper levels with anticyclonic PV
anomalies due to the latent heat release is nowwidely recognized [Madonnaet al., 2014a, 2014b; Schemmand
Wernli, 2014].
Graf [2014] performed a principal component analysis on 30 cyclogenesis precursors for extratropical
cyclones in the NH in order to classify them. Without prior selection of the most important features, the
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statistical technique identified upper level and lower level PV anomalies as good distinguishers between
cyclogenesis events in their classification scheme. The low-level PV anomalies were found to be associated
with moist dynamics, and cyclogenesis events associated with these anomalies are not represented by the
classification of Petterssen and Smebye [1971].
During FASTEX the performance of weather forecasts related to the studied cyclones was investigated by
Clough et al. [1998] and summarized according to type by Deveson et al. [2002]. Type A cyclones were found
to be well forecast, whereas type B and C cyclones were forecast quite well out to a lead time of 3 days;
however, this depended on the scale of the cyclone, with larger ones easier to forecast [Deveson et al., 2002].
The differences in forecast capabilities were attributed to various factors: the availability of observations to
initialize the forecasts—this was much better for the type A cyclones since they are usually generated over
the USA; the rate of development—type A cyclones typically evolvemore slowly than type B or C; and spatial
scale—with larger scales better forecast than smaller, which is potentially due to dissipation at upper levels in
forecast models. Increased data assimilation into can increase the skill of those forecasts [Deveson et al., 2002;
Irvine et al., 2011]. Continual improvements in satellite-observing systems and in situ observations will serve
to increase forecasting capabilities.
3.4.2. Secondary Cyclones
While the studies of Dacre and Gray [2009] and Gray and Dacre [2006] only used frontal-wave cyclones from
Hewson [1998], Plant et al. [2003] showed that nonfrontal lows can also be identified quite often as Type B or
Type C (see Figure 8). However, the nonfrontal Type C cyclones tend to bemore intense than the frontal-wave
TypeC cyclones. Conversely, frontalwaves of TypesAor B aremore intense than their nonfrontal counterparts.
Frontal wave cyclones in the eastern North Atlantic develop in an environment with weaker temperature
gradients, lower static stability, and stronger upper level PV anomalies [Dacre and Gray, 2013; Schemm and
Sprenger, 2015], further indicating the importance of diabatic heating.
Secondary frontal-wave cyclones tend to be of much smaller scale and can develop more rapidly than pri-
mary cyclones [Parker, 1998]. One well-documented example of such explosive development of a secondary
frontal-wave cyclone is the Great Storm of October 1987 [Hoskins and Berrisford, 1988; Shutts, 1990], which
hit the United Kingdom causing extensive damage. The smaller scale means that these cyclones are likely to
be more readily influenced by diabatic processes [Parker, 1998]. Rivals et al. [1998] showed the importance of
the link between diabatic PV anomalies and upper level anomalies (a tropopause fold) in the initiation of a
secondary frontal-wave cyclogenesis event.
The three types of frontal-wave secondary cyclogenesis described by Sawyer [1950] were thought by
Thorncroft and Hoskins [1990] to be variations on the relative location of the upper level PV anomaly to the
surface fronts. In the study of Thorncroft and Hoskins [1990], the upper level PV anomaly that caused the sec-
ondary cyclogenesis originated due to the anticyclonic RWB seen in LC1 [Thorncroft et al., 1993]. Considering
the North Atlantic region, this anticyclonic RWB takes placemostly over the East Atlantic [Gómara et al., 2014],
a region known for its secondary cyclogenesis.
The objective identification of fronts and frontal-wave cyclones provides an opportunity to separate out these
features as a different class of cyclones. Recent objective identification of frontal-wave cyclogenesis finds
that only between 8 and 14% of cyclogenesis events (depending on the location within the North Atlantic
region) meet this definition [Schemm and Sprenger, 2015], which is lower than the percentage seen in Plant
et al. [2003]. Hewson and Titley [2010] developed a method to identify the full range of cyclones and their life
cycles with three types specified: diminutive frontal waves, frontal waves, and barotropic lows. Many objec-
tive cyclone identification and tracking algorithms employ various thresholds, including a lifetime threshold
[Neu et al., 2013], which could result in a number of the most rapidly developing cyclones being missed.
3.4.3. Upper Level Flow Features
Motivated by the lack of studies on the SH and the recent increased availability of satellite-derived atmo-
spheric data, Sinclair and Revell [2000] performed a manual classification of 40 developing cyclones in the
Southwest Pacific region centered on New Zealand, that were identified using the cyclone identification and
trackingmethod of Sinclair [1997]. This classificationwas based on upper level flow configurations at the time
of cyclogenesis and yielded four distinct classes: (1) The so-called trough class (T), where the cyclogenesis
occurs below adeep upper level troughquite far from the upper level jet streak; (2) the upstreamexit class (U),
where the cyclogenesis occurs in the poleward exit region of the upper level jet streak that is upstream of the
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Figure 8. Results from the analysis of a database of cyclonic features, containing a total of 3199 frontal waves and
2099 nonfrontal lows. The features of each type are grouped into bins according to the instantaneous U∕L ratio, with
훿log10(U∕L) = 0.08 (equation (1)). (a) The number of events of each type, with symbols plotted at the center of each
bin. (b) The mean of the 1 km relative vorticities for the events in each bin. In both cases,vertical lines are added,
drawn along the log10(U∕L) thresholds of Deveson et al. [2002]. (From Plant et al. [2003], ©Royal Meteorological
Society, reprinted with permission.)
upper level trough; (3) the downstream exit class (D), which is similar to the upstream exit but the upper level
trough is downstream of the jet streak; and (4) the equatorward entrance class (E), where the cyclogenesis
occurs on the equatorward side of the upper level jet streak that is downstream from the upper level trough.
In their study Sinclair and Revell [2000] attempted to identify the most similar satellite-based classes from
Evans et al. [1994]. Class E was found to most resemble the instant occlusion from Evans et al. [1994], class U
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resembles the comma cloud, class D resembles the left exit (although in the SH this is equivalent to the right
exit), and class T does not resemble any of the classes from Evans et al. [1994].
3.4.4. Other Cyclone Features
A number of studies have produced climatologies of Mediterranean cyclones [e.g., Trigo et al., 1999;Maheras
et al., 2001; Flocas et al., 2010]. Campins et al. [2000] presented a classification of western Mediterranean
cyclones using a k-means clustering technique based on inputs of cyclone intensity (as the Laplacian of
pressure) andmeasures of the shape of the pressure pattern (symmetry and the eccentricity). Using this tech-
nique, Campins et al. [2000] describe seven classes of westernMediterranean cyclones withmost having their
genesis related to orographic features and some related to thermal lows or baroclinicity.
A dynamical technique of Fita et al. [2006] investigated the differing roles of the upper level, lower level, and
diabatically produced PV anomalies in a number of intense Mediterranean cyclogenesis events. For the 11
cases that they considered, the upper level PV anomaly was generally the primary factor in the cyclogenesis.
The low-level thermally generated PV anomaly was of secondary importance, and the diabatically generated
PV anomalies even less important. However, as the authors state, the diabatically generated PV anomalies
did not include the direct diabatic forcing. Although the Fita et al. [2006] study did not classify the cyclones
and only considered a small number, this type of method could be used on a larger number of cyclones to
classify them according to the relative importance of the different PV anomalies. The “dynamic” PV-based
prognostic system of Romero [2008] offers the opportunity to further understand the role of different PV
anomalies in cyclone development (including upper and lower levels, latent heating, and orographic) in order
to produce a classification of a climatology of cyclones.Romero [2008] suggests that theMediterraneanwould
be a good region in which to apply this method, although it could also be extended to other regions.
3.5. Transitioning Extratropical Cyclones
Many of the classification studies described above involve the diagnosis of the dynamics of (or the cloud
features associated with) cyclogenesis. There is a class of extratropical cyclones that have a different
origin—those that transition from a tropical cyclone into an extratropical cyclone.
Extratropical transition (ET) occurs in the Northwest Pacific, the Northwest Atlantic, the Indian Ocean, and
Southwest Pacific tropical cyclone regions [e.g., Klein et al., 2000; Hart and Evans, 2001; Sinclair, 2002; Jones
et al., 2003], and the first identified tropical cyclone in the South Atlantic also transitioned [Pezza and
Simmonds, 2005; McTaggart-Cowan et al., 2006]. ET is the process by which a tropical cyclone loses its tropi-
cal characteristics and gains more features of an extratropical cyclone. This occurs when the tropical cyclone
interacts with the midlatitude westerlies, and as such, its translation speed increases. The cyclones tend to
change from warm-core symmetric systems with strong convection to cold-core asymmetric systems with
frontal cloud and precipitation structures from the start of their transition to the end. Klein et al. [2000] devel-
oped a conceptual model of ET in the Northwest Pacific which explains the environmental factors that give
rise to ET. As a tropical cyclonemoves poleward, it experiences cooler sea surface temperatures (SST), stronger
SST gradients, and increased baroclinicity and vertical shear, which all contribute to the development of the
asymmetric structure of cloud and precipitation.
These types of events can have large socioeconomic impacts due to their heavy rain [e.g.,DiMego and Bosart,
1982; Atallah and Bosart, 2003] and intense winds [e.g., Evans and Hart, 2008]. The transition of Hurricane
Sandy in 2012, coupled with its immense size and its path, resulted in a disastrous storm surge of up to
3.8 m (measured in New York [Blake et al., 2013]). Transitioning tropical cyclones can also have large down-
stream impacts on themidlatitude circulation throughupper level PVmodification [Gramsetal., 2013a, 2013b;
Archambault et al., 2013].
Although ET may be thought of as a particular class of cyclones when compared to other extratropical
cyclones, there have also been a number of studies that have classified different types of ET. These studies
are summarized in Jones et al. [2003] and typically are based on how the tropical cyclone interacts with the
midlatitude flow. One of these classes involves tropical cyclones decaying and their PV remnants interacting
withamidlatitude troughorbaroclinic zone, producingcyclogenesis andgrowthconsistentwithTypeBcyclo-
genesis (see section 3.4). The others involve interaction with surface fronts or surface low pressure systems in
the midlatitudes.
Hart [2003] developed a phase space diagnostic that can be used to track the development of ET from
warm-core symmetric systems to cold-core asymmetric systems using low-level thickness asymmetry and
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Figure 9. Cyclone phase space (CPS) diagram for Hurricane Sandy derived from the National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecasting System (GFS). The horizontal axis shows the thermal wind from 900hPa to 600hPa
(negative indicates a cold-core system, and positive indicates a warm-core system). The vertical axis shows a measure of
the asymmetry of the system (high values indicate an asymmetric or frontal system, low values show a symmetric
system more akin to a tropical cyclone). Inset at top right shows the track and the sea surface temperature (SST; ∘C).
Reprinted with permission from https://www2.ucar.edu/sites/default/files/news/2012/1.phase1%20copy.jpg.
thermal wind. An example of this is shown for Hurricane Sandy in Figure 9, which reintensified in the midlati-
tudes as awarmseclusion cyclone [Galarneauetal., 2013]. (Extratropical cyclonesdevelopingwarmseclusions
maintain a cold core at higher levels [Hart, 2003].) Based on this idea, Studholme et al. [2015] developed an
objective way of classifying the extratropical transition of systems with a view to being able to apply this
to climate model output. They found that about half of all identified NH tropical cyclones at least began
transition. Objective tropical cyclone identification methods can be useful for analyzing ET as they tend to
track the systems further into the midlatitudes than track information from forecast centers in some regions
[Strachan et al., 2013].
3.6. Subtropical Cyclones and East Coast Lows
In general, the environmental conditions in the subtropics suppress the development of cyclones [Yanase
et al., 2014; Yanase and Niino, 2015]. Extratropical cyclones tend not to develop in the subtropics due to weak
baroclinicity. The idealized simulations of Davis [2010] show that if there is sufficient vertical wind shear, and
latent heating due to convection, subtropical cyclones can form even without strong surface baroclinicity.
Observational studies show that there are certain types of cyclones that occur in these regions at different
times of the year.
Otkin andMartin [2004] produced a climatology of subtropical storms in the central and eastern Pacific in the
NH (also called Kona Storms). These are systems that occur predominantly in the cool season (fromOctober to
March) and propagatemostly to the northeast. Subtropical storms in this region are suppressed inmidwinter,
andmost occur in the late autumn and latewinter/early spring, which is similar to the climatology of all Pacific
extratropical cyclones [Pennyetal., 2009;Nakamura, 1992].OtkinandMartin [2004] subjectively split identified
storms into three classes as follows:
1. The first involves the development of the cyclone along an equatorward extruding cold front and subse-
quent propagation in a predominantly eastward direction (named CFC).
2. Thesecondtypeoccurswhenacyclonedevelopsalongacold frontandmovesmostlywestward (namedCT).
3. The third occurswhen a cyclone develops in low-level easterlieswith no associated cold front (namedTWE).
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The features of the genesis and development of these different classes are related to the location of these
Kona cyclones relative to the midlatitude westerlies and the subtropical ridge. CFC cyclones develop under
an upper level trough within the westerlies, associated with strong baroclinicity. CT cyclones develop on the
equatorward edge of the subtropical ridge, still within high baroclinicity. Finally, TWE cyclones develop in a
region with weak temperature gradients and trade wind easterlies.
The climatology of subtropical storms in the North Atlantic developed by Evans and Guishard [2009] and
Guishard et al. [2009] considered only the hurricane season, and so these storms are somewhat different to
those of Otkin and Martin [2004] who consider the full year. Evans and Guishard [2009] specify a number of
criteria that a storm should meet in order to be considered a subtropical storm: (1) The presence of gale force
winds; (2) A hybrid structure (warm core at low levels and cold core at upper levels, defined using the Hart
[2003] cyclone phase space criteria) for at least 36 h; (3) The development between 20∘ and 40∘N and tracked
only over the ocean; and (4) The requirement to not be identified as a tropical cyclone or extratropical cyclone
for more than 24 h prior to attaining its hybrid structure (for example, in the case of extratropical transition or
a warm seclusion extratropical cyclone).
One requirement for the development of subtropical storms is the presence of an upper level PV anomaly
[Otkin and Martin, 2004; Guishard et al., 2009]. In the Atlantic, if the subtropical storm develops over warm
enough water, it may develop sufficient convection to become a deep warm-core structure and further
develop into a tropical cyclone.
One particular type of subtropical cyclone occurs to the east of Australia and is known as an East Coast
Low (ECL). ECLs tend to be cool season phenomena (occurring April–September) and are considered to be
extratropical cyclones [Dowdy et al., 2013a]. These cyclones can be particularly damaging due to their rapid
development, strong winds, high seas, and heavy precipitation [e.g., Abbs et al., 2006; Mills et al., 2010]. The
development of ECLs is associated with an upper level PV anomaly, in much the same way as the subtropi-
cal featuresmentioned above. Another similarity with subtropical cyclonesmentioned above is the observed
shallow warm core [Mills, 2001].
The potential for ECL development can be identified using large-scale upper level diagnostics [Dowdy et al.,
2013a], impacts such as precipitation [Hopkins andHolland, 1997], manually usingweather charts [Speer et al.,
2009] or automated cyclone identification, and tracking methods including some mean sea level pressure
(MSLP) deepening criteria [Pepler and Coutts-Smith, 2013; Browning and Goodwin, 2013; Pepler et al., 2015]. All
methods tend to identify the observed ECLs with the largest impacts [Pepler et al., 2015].
Even within this small region, there can be different classes of ECLs and Holland et al. [1987] described their
classification based on the location of the cyclogenesis relative to an easterly dip (where a trough develops
equatorward of an anticyclone; see schematic diagram in Figure 10). Type 1 occurswhen an easterly dip forms
over the Australian continent and tends to be very small (only around 100 km across). Type 2 ECLs tend to be
larger features that develop on the easterly dip axis, which can develop rapidly and produce heavy precip-
itation and strong winds. Type 3 are also very small, short-lived features that occur when the easterly dip is
further east of the Australian coast.
Both ECLs and Kona storms develop in regions of low-level easterlies, equatorward of the subtropical ridge.
For Kona storms, most cases require the low-level baroclinicity associatedwith a decaying cold front, whereas
in ECLs it may be that the baroclinicity is provided by the strong SST gradients at the Australian East Coast.
CT and TWE cyclones are similar to the easterly dip of ECLs and strongly resemble the schematic shown in
Holland et al. [1987] and Figure 10.
The relatively small scale of ECLs (sometimes as small as 50 kmacross)means that high resolution is required to
simulate them [Leslie etal., 1987]. High-resolution SSTdata used asboundary conditions formodel simulations
give better representation of the precipitation structure [Chambers et al., 2014]. Regional models are able to
capture ECL occurrence [Pepler et al., 2016], while for lower resolution GCMs, the large-scale diagnostics of
Dowdy et al. [2013a] may be a good indicator of ECL activity [Dowdy et al., 2013b].
3.7. Polar Lows
While extratropical cyclones canpropagate into, ormaydevelop in, thehigh-latitude regions [e.g.,Zhangetal.,
2004; Serezze, 1995; Simmondsetal., 2003], another distinct type of system, referred to as a polar low, canoccur
at high latitudes (i.e., poleward of 60∘). Polar lows are intense, mesoscale cyclones that typically form during
cold-air outbreaks—when very cold air passes over relatively warmer seas [Rasmussen and Turner, 2003].
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Figure 10. Schematic of the major features of an easterly dip: (top) Surface isobars (solid lines), 100–500hPa
thickness contours (dashed lines), and the diffluent upper tropospheric jet streaks (long arrows); (bottom) Surface
isobars, stratiform cloud with embedded convection (heavy stipple), stratiform cloud (light stipple), and wet bulb
potential isentropic trajectories with downward motion along the dashed arrow and upward motion along the
broken arrows. (From Holland et al. [1987], ©American Meteorological Society, reprinted with permission.)
Baroclinicity, latent heating, the interaction of surface fluxeswith latent heating, and upper level disturbances
(e.g., PV anomalies) have all been shown to be important mechanisms in the development of polar lows
[Rasmussen, 1979; Nordeng, 1987; Emanuel and Rotunno, 1989; Grønås and Kvamstø, 1995; Yanase and Niino,
2005, 2007; Terpstra et al., 2015]. Satellite imagery reveals that polar lows can resemble tropical cyclones, with
a cloud-free eye and spiraling cloud bands [e.g., Rasmussen, 1981] or extratropical cyclones, with a comma
cloud structure [e.g., Reed. and Duncan, 1987]. The structure of the cloud features associated with polar lows
seems to depend partly on the strength of the baroclinicity; in a strongly baroclinic environment the polar
lows tend to be bigger and with a comma cloud; when baroclinicity is weak the polar lows tend to develop a
more tropical cyclone-like appearance (from idealizedmodeling [YanaseandNiino, 2005, 2007]). Nevertheless,
observations show that tropical cyclone-type features can occur in polar lows initially developing in a
baroclinic environment [Forbes and Lottes, 1985].
Recently, Terpstra et al. [2016] classifiedpolar lows in theNorwegian Sea according towhether they developed
in forward shear (where the mean and thermal wind are in the same direction) or reverse shear (where the
mean and thermal wind are in opposite directions). The forward shear case resembles a typical baroclinic
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structure with the strongest winds at upper levels. The reverse shear is quite distinct, with a strong low-level
jet and resultant stronger surface fluxes.
Satellite imagery has been used to identify and produce climatologies of polar lows [Businger, 1985; Carleton
and Carpenter, 1990; Blechschmidt, 2008; Noer et al., 2011] and also to classify them [Forbes and Lottes, 1985].
Recently, a number of objective methods have been used to identify and track polar lows from gridded data
(observational analyses, reanalyses, or downscaled reanalysis) in the North Atlantic [Zahn and von Storch,
2008], the Norwegian Sea [Zappa et al., 2014], and in the Japan Sea [Yanase et al., 2016]. Due to strict criteria
in vertical temperature structures, or propagation directions, these methods may not identify all cases of
forward shear polar low genesis [Terpstra et al., 2016]. The underestimation of objectively identified polar
lows (compared to a satellite-based data set [Zappa et al., 2014]) in the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis data set (ERA-Interim) [Dee et al., 2011], which has a resolution of
approximately 0.75∘, suggests that these types of features may not be represented in climate models.
3.8. Classification Based on Impacts
3.8.1. Winds
One of the major impacts of extratropical cyclones that has received a lot of attention (in Europe especially)
is the wind damage. Synoptic-scale variability in surface winds is strongly related to the midlatitude storm
tracks and the regions of maximum atmospheric instability [Booth et al., 2010]. The winds associated with
extratropical cyclones can be extreme [e.g., Nissen et al., 2010; Raveh-Rubin and Wernli, 2015] and can cause
widespread damage over Europe (and elsewhere) and thus are a very costly natural hazard [e.g., Fink et al.,
2009]. Losses can be estimated using information on the dailymaximumgustwind speeds [KlawaandUlbrich,
2003]. The gusts themselves can be hard to measure and predict; therefore, methods have been developed
to estimate them from larger-scale wind information using dynamical and statistical approaches [Born et al.,
2012; Haas and Pinto, 2012]. Roberts et al. [2014] produced a catalog of extratropical cyclones with strong
winds over Europe containing information on 3 s gusts obtained from high-resolution modeling. The winds
associated with extratropical cyclones (especially on the U.S. East Coast) can also cause extensive damage
from large storm surges [Colle et al., 2015, and references therein].
Hewson and Neu [2015] developed a new conceptual model of the strongest winds in extratropical cyclones,
finding three particular regionswith distinct features (Figure 11): thewarm conveyor belt jet (WJ), the sting jet
(SJ), and the cold conveyor belt jet (CJ). Not all features are necessarily present in every extratropical cyclone,
but typically, theWJ develops early in the life cycle along the cold front, within thewarm sector of the cyclone.
The sting jet, first described by Browning [2004], occurs at the end of the bent-back front as high momentum
air descends from the cloud head into a region of frontal fracture. The SJ is the smallest and shortest-lived of
the wind features, but themost damaging. The CJ occurs on the cold side of the warm front, typically forming
just before theminimumcyclonepressure. The locationof themaximumwinds either in thewarmsector or on
the cold side of thewarm front duringdifferent stages of the cyclone life cycle canbe related to the interaction
of the cyclone-related winds with the large-scale winds and the redistribution of eddy kinetic energy [Rivière
et al., 2015].
Hewson and Neu [2015] also address the question of whether relatively low-resolution data sets (such as
ERA-Interim) can represent theWJ, CJ, and SJ features. The wind gusts associated with theWJ and CJ are usu-
ally well represented in ERA-Interim, but the SJ is not represented (due to its spatial scale).Martinez-Alvarado
et al. [2012] showed that many intense cyclones, identified in reanalysis data, with high values of slantwise
convective instability in the North Atlantic region, develop a sting jet when simulated with a high-resolution
model (the Met Office Unified Model).
A number of identificationmethods for severe winds associated with extratropical cyclones have been devel-
oped [e.g., Leckebusch et al., 2008; Nissen et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2015]. Nissen et al. [2010] identified and
tracked extreme wind events, defined as regions with winds exceeding the local 98th percentile, and linked
these regions to nearby cyclones. They only considered features larger than three grid boxes (with resolution
of 1.125∘) andwith lifetimes greater than 18 h; therefore, it is likely that thismethodwould only pick up theWJ
and the CJ from the conceptualmodel ofHewsonandNeu [2015]. This type of feature trackingwould be a very
useful tool in the identification of these wind features in reanalysis and model data and could be combined
with diagnostics of the air masses to compare climatologies of WJ and CJ features.
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Figure 11. Conceptual model of an extratropical cyclonic windstorm. (a) The cyclone track (black), with spots denoting
positions equally separated in time, and numbered according to the cyclone life cycle phases in Figure 11b. Spot color
relates to the identification method and objective typing used in Hewson and Titley [2010], green being a diminutive
frontal wave, orange a frontal-wave cyclone, and black a barotropic low. Shading denotes the footprints, or nominal
damage swathes, attributable to the warm jet/warm conveyor (yellow), the cold jet/cold conveyor (orange), and the
sting jet (red). (b) The synoptic-scale evolution of fronts and isobars around the cyclone, after Hewson and Titley [2010]
and Shapiro and Keyser [1990], with added letters denoting relative locations of the strong wind features and
brackets indicating marginal existence. (c) The temporal evolution of gust strength for each jet zone, with numbers
cross-referencing phases on Figure 11b. On each panel, a dashed blue line denotes the period of most rapid deepening,
while the solid blue arrow shows the time of maximum depth. From Hewson and Neu [2015], licensed under CC BY 4.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode).
3.8.2. Precipitation
The other major impact associated with extratropical cyclones comes from the (often very heavy) precipita-
tion. Extratropical cyclones and their associated fronts have been shown to be associated with a very large
proportion of precipitation in the midlatitudes (up to 90% in some regions [Hawcroft et al., 2012; Catto et al.,
2012]), as well as the most extreme precipitation events [Pfahl andWernli, 2012; Catto and Pfahl, 2013; Kunkel
et al., 2012]. Many flooding events have been associatedwith atmospheric rivers in Europe [Lavers et al., 2011]
and the USA [Ralph et al., 2006], which are also important features of the midlatitude climate. Sodemann and
Stohl [2013] found that a number of cyclones can feed off the moisture in atmospheric rivers, whereas Dacre
et al. [2015] found that the “sweeping up” of moisture by cyclones produces atmospheric rivers. The direction
of the linkage between individual cyclones and long-lasting atmospheric rivers is therefore uncertain, but
there could be some benefit in investigating the different impacts of cyclones associated or not associated
with atmospheric rivers.
The spatial distribution and magnitude of precipitation in extratropical cyclones vary according to cyclone
strength and moisture availability [Field and Wood, 2007; Pfahl and Sprenger, 2016] and by ocean basin and
season [Chang and Song, 2006]. The studies of Chang and Song [2006] and Field and Wood [2007] used only
temporal snapshots of cyclones (rather than considering their full life cycle) andmadeuseof cyclone-centered
compositing in their analysis. Pfahl andSprenger [2016] considered different times in the cyclone life cycle and
found that the precipitation occurring before the time ofmaximum intensity wasmore strongly related to the
cyclone strength than the precipitation occurring afterward, indicating the importance of the contribution of
the latent heating fromprecipitation in the cyclone intensification. The inclusion of this type of life cycle infor-
mation and consideration of the precipitation distribution in cyclones of different types (e.g., the threefold
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classification scheme of Deveson et al. [2002]) could add further to the understanding of precipitation in
extratropical cyclones.
3.8.3. Clustering
The socioeconomic impacts of extratropical cyclones are greatly enhanced by what is termed the
“serial clustering” of cyclones [e.g., Mailier et al., 2006], which can occur over western Europe [Ulbrich et al.,
2001; Fink et al., 2009]. These clustering events are strongly controlled by the large-scale flow and particularly
Rossby wave breaking [Pinto et al., 2014]. Often, such clustering is associated with secondary cyclogenesis
(see section 3.4.2) along the trailing cold front of a parent cyclone (therefore resembling the cyclone
families suggested by Bjerknes and Solberg [1922]). While the cyclones occurring in a cluster may exhibit dif-
ferent features, understanding of the processes behind what makes them occur is important in considering
future changes.
4. Climate Modeling
There has been a recent increase in the number of climate model evaluation studies using “process-based”
techniques (i.e., evaluating individual processes or weather features within the models). This comes from
recognizing that even if a climate model has an excellent mean state, the weather systems making up this
climate may be incorrectly simulated. Ultimately, the future climate changes we experience will depend on
changes on the scale of individual weather events.
First in this section, an overview of the representation of the midlatitude storm tracks (i.e., the preferred
regions of cyclones) is given. Then model evaluation studies that make use of the classification ideas pre-
sented in section 3 are identified. Model evaluation studies where classification methods could (and should)
be used to give greater insight into climate model processes are also highlighted. Finally, studies evaluating
the representation of climate processes that need to be represented in order to simulate different classes of
cyclones correctly are detailed.
4.1. Representation of the Storm Tracks
Extratropical storm tracks have been evaluated in climate models using two main methods. The first is using
Eulerian measures such as mean sea level pressure variability or eddy kinetic energy [e.g., Blackmon et al.,
1977]; and the other is the objective identification and tracking of individual cyclones [e.g., Neu et al., 2013],
which allows a comparison of track statistics and spatial distribution. Thesemethods have been used to show
that climatemodels capture the characteristics of storm tracks [e.g., Ulbrich et al., 2008; Catto et al., 2011; Colle
et al., 2013; Zappa et al., 2013] and show improvements over earlier models [Löptien et al., 2008]. The exact
systems identified by different objective tracking methods can differ [Neu et al., 2013], and care needs to be
taken when comparing results from different studies. The most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) report (AR5) summarized the evaluation of extratropical storm tracks and cyclones [Flato et al.,
2013] and found that overall the representation of these features in climate models is improving over time.
4.2. Making Use of Classifications
Some of the ideas and techniques from the cyclone classifications detailed in section 3 have been used to aid
in somemodel evaluation studies. Such studies are now considered.
4.2.1. Cyclone Structure
Catto et al. [2010] used feature tracking and cyclone-centered compositing to find that a high-resolution
climatemodel could capture the three-dimensional dynamical features of extratropical cyclones at their time
of maximum intensity. This study used the conceptual airflow ideas (discussed in section 3.3) to inform the
comparison between reanalysis and model data. The model exhibited problems with the distribution of
cloudy areas; however, this same model has since been found to represent average cyclone-related precipi-
tation fairly well [Hawcroft et al., 2015]. (This model, the High Resolution Global Environment Model (HiGEM)
[Shaffrey et al., 2009], has a resolution of 0.83∘ latitude × 1.25∘ longitude. The resolution of models included
in the Fourth Assessment report of the IPCC in 2007 (AR4) ranged from 1.1∘ to 5∘.)
4.2.2. Explosive Cyclones
The spatial distribution of explosive cyclones is well represented by the CMIP5 models, but the frequency is
underestimated [Seiler and Zwiers, 2015]. This is strongly related to biases in jet stream speed and may also
be associated with jet stream orientation, SST biases (particularly gradients of SST in the Gulf Stream and
Kuroshio Current regions), and Eady growth rate. Model resolution is an important factor in the frequency of
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Figure 12. Diabatic height tendency (shaded, m h−1), total geopotential height tendency (dashed black contours,
interval 5 m h−1) at 850 hPa, and MSLP (brown contours, interval 4 hPa) for (a) 120 km and (b) 20 km grid spacing, 16 h
into simulation with the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) of a case study over the western North Atlantic
at 0400 UTC 31 December 2001. Cross sections through red lines for (c) 120 and (d) 20 km grid spacing, with contours
and colors as in Figures 12a and 12b. (From Willison et al. [2013], ©American Meteorological Society, reprinted
with permission.)
explosive cyclogenesis, but this is only really clear when considering different resolution simulations with the
same model [Seiler and Zwiers, 2015].
4.2.3. Precipitation Characteristics
Spatial patterns and annual average values of midlatitude precipitation are represented better than tropical
precipitation in the CMIP5 models [Flato et al., 2013]. Nonetheless, there has been a recent push to evaluate
whether models are producing this precipitation for the right reasons (i.e., mainly associated with extratropi-
cal cyclones) and if the characteristics (such as the frequency and intensity) are as observed [Sun et al., 2006].
For example, Catto et al. [2015b] evaluated precipitation associated with fronts in a number of CMIP5 models
using an objective front identification method. While the overall frontal precipitation amount and the
proportion of the total precipitation associated with fronts are quite well represented, this is due to compli-
cated compensating factors, such as frontal precipitation that is too frequent (i.e., not enough dry fronts in
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the models) and with an intensity that is too low. At higher intensities of frontal rainfall, the model precipita-
tion matches better with the satellite estimates.
Hawcroft et al. [2015] find that one particular climatemodel has approximately the correct proportion of total
precipitation associatedwith extratropical cyclones; however, the proportion linked to the strongest cyclones
is too high in the model. Understanding of how these different precipitation characteristics contribute to
(or indeed are caused by) dynamical differences in cyclone development would benefit from the consid-
eration of different classes of cyclones as described in this paper (section 3). For example, in the threefold
classification scheme [Devesonetal., 2002;Plantetal., 2003], it is likely that the typeCcyclones requiring a large
component of diabatic heating for their development, would be affectedmore by issues in the representation
of precipitation and diabatic processes in models than type A or B.
The importance of diabatic processes for cyclone genesis and development increases in models with higher
resolution [Willisonetal., 2013]. A comparisonof thegeopotential height tendencies (i.e., the intensification) of
two cyclones simulatedby amodelwith different resolutions shows the impact of this (Figure 12). Thediabatic
processes contribute a large proportion to the total height tendency, directly influencing the deepening of
the cyclone. This is more pronounced in the simulation with higher horizontal resolution (20 km rather than
120 km), resulting in a cyclone that is more intense.
4.2.4. Wind Characteristics
Winds associated with cyclones have been evaluated by Leckebusch et al. [2006]. A multimodel statistical
assessment of extremewinds in the CMIP5models [Kumar et al., 2014] shows that spatial patterns of extreme
winds are well represented compared to ERA-Interim. Nevertheless, this does not take into account the cause
of the extreme wind or how it relates to extratropical cyclones, and Hewson and Neu [2015] showed that
even ERA-Interim does not represent all of the wind features associated with extratropical cyclones. To rep-
resent wind gusts at the surface, boundary layer processes must be represented well in models [Hewson and
Neu, 2015].
4.2.5. Cloud Characteristics
Clouds inmidlatitudeweather systems cangive information on the internal structure anddynamics of the sys-
tems (as shown in section 3.2) since different parts of the cyclone exhibit different cloud signatures. Satellite
information, along with extratropical cyclone or identification and compositing methods, is being used to
evaluate the cloud structures within climate models [e.g., Field et al., 2008; Naud et al., 2010; Booth et al.,
2013a; Govekar et al., 2014]. This field is being somewhat driven by the large-scale temperature errors identi-
fied in climate models, supposedly caused by anomalous cloud radiative effects [Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010;
Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012].
Govekar et al. [2014] find that one particular climate model underestimates the boundary layer clouds
throughout their cyclone composites compared to satellite observations. Model cyclones that are too
weak—particularly in the vertical velocity—lead to errors in the vertical distribution of clouds [Naud et al.,
2010; Govekar et al., 2014]. Govekar et al. [2014] also found that the relationship between dynamical variables,
such as the vertical velocity and the cloud properties are not well represented. Therefore, even if the model
cyclones had the correct intensity, the clouds may still not be well represented. Booth et al. [2013a] find that
another model also lacks low-level clouds, particularly related to fronts.
4.2.6. Extratropical Transition
ET is sensitive to a large number of processes and environmental conditions, making them very hard to fore-
cast or simulate numerically [Jones et al., 2003]. Among them are surface fluxes, orography, upper level trough
structure, diabatic heating profile from convection, and large-scale precipitation. These are all aspects of
climate model simulations that must be correct in order to be able to simulate ET correctly. Climate model
resolution is extremely important for the representation of tropical cyclone intensity [Strachan et al., 2013]
and also improves the effect of orography of the flow [Jung et al., 2006]. The parameterization of cumulus in
models has been shown to be important for the simulation of ET [Prater and Evans, 2002], and the represen-
tation of clouds still presents many issues in climate models [Bony et al., 2015].
4.3. Important Climate Features for Extratropical Cyclones
There are a number of climate features and physical processes that need to be represented well in climate
models in order to produce themost realistic extratropical cyclones. A number of these features and how they
are represented in models are given here.
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This review has thus far shown that the underlying conditions (for example, the SSTs) are very important in
development of cyclones [e.g., Ludwig et al., 2014]. The strong SST gradients in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio
Current regions contribute to the baroclinicity of the atmosphere, and Woollings et al. [2010] find that the
storm tracks are sensitive to the spatial and temporal resolution of the SST field. Biases in the storm tracks are
reduced when higher-resolution SST fields are usedWoollings et al. [2010]. The absolute values of the SSTs, as
well as the gradient, canbe important in controlling the intensity of cyclones over theGulf Stream [Boothet al.,
2012] by providing moisture for latent heating. Many climate models, which typically have an atmosphere
model coupled to an ocean model, exhibit SST biases that could impact on the storm tracks by producing
biases in local SST gradients and hence baroclinicity [e.g., Keeley et al., 2012]. Considering the influence in the
other direction, cyclone-related winds are important for generating surface fluxes [Zolina and Gulev, 2003],
and so this interaction must also be well represented in models.
Incorrectly simulating the SSTsmay impact on some classes of cyclonesmore than others. For example, Types
A and B cyclones from the threefold classification scheme [Deveson et al., 2002] require a low-level baroclinic
zone for their development and may therefore not be well represented in models with a weak SST gradient.
Explosive cyclones are also sensitive to the underlying SST field [Seiler and Zwiers, 2015].
Since extratropical storm tracks are sensitive to the underlying SSTs, the ocean processes that influence these
(e.g., the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation; AMOC) must be well represented in coupled climate
models [Woollings et al., 2012]. Biases in the AMOC in models can alter the local SSTs in the North Atlantic
region, thereby changing the baroclinicity and/or latent heating. Chen et al. [2013] find that the newest
generation of climate models have improved their representation of the AMOC.
Low-frequency variability plays a large role in determining the location of the storm tracks. The regime anal-
ysis over the North Atlantic region by Vautard [1990] found that the synoptic-scale storm track extends
much further over northwestern Europe during the “zonal” regime and into southwestern Europe during the
“Greenlandanticyclone” regime. This is also clearly seen in studies considering the impact of theNorthAtlantic
Oscillation (NAO) on the storm tracks [Hodges, 2008]. During positive NAO events the North Atlantic storm
track shifts to the north and has a more southwest to northeast tilt. Conversely, for the negative NAO index,
the tracks are much more zonal with more cyclones propagating into the Mediterranean. When the storm
tracks are shifted northward, they are more likely to be associated with WCBs [Eckhardt et al., 2004] and to be
stronger due to longer andmore intense development phases [Pinto et al., 2009]. The importance ofWCBs for
heavy rainfall [Pfahl et al., 2014; Catto et al., 2015a] suggests that northward shifted storms may have heavier
associated rainfall.
Stoner et al. [2009] analyzed the models used in the IPCC fourth assessment report [Randall et al., 2007] for
their ability to simulate the spatial and temporal variability of a number of low-frequency modes. The NAO
and two other high-latitudemodes (the Pacific North American pattern (PNA) and the Arctic Oscillation (AO))
had spatial patterns that were represented well, although the temporal variability was not as good. Lee and
Black [2013] looked at the simulated relationship between the NAO and the PNA patterns with the midlati-
tude storm tracks in the CMIP5 models. They found that, in general, the observed relationship was recreated,
but differences between the models could be largely associated with differences in the mean state (i.e., the
mean jet position). It would be useful to evaluate whether the models can capture the observed relationship
between these low-frequency modes and certain cyclone characteristics.
Further afield, the El Niño–SouthernOscillation (ENSO) is amodeof tropical variability that has global impacts
[e.g., Dai and Wigley, 2000]. SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific change the circulation of the tropics and
force changes in the midlatitude jet stream and storm tracks [e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2006; Eichler and Higgins,
2006]. Bengtsson et al. [2006] composited the NH tracking statistics from thewinters with positive ENSO index
(El Niño events) and those with negative index (La Niña events). The difference for El Niñominus La Niña from
reanalysis data indicates a large response to ENSO over the East Pacific, with much higher track density in
this region during El Niño. There is also a southward shift over the southern USA and into the North Atlantic,
increasing the number of cyclones passing over the UK and northern Europe.
The representation of ENSO in climatemodels is improving [Flato et al., 2013] andmodels can represent some
aspects of teleconnections (such as the temporal variability) quitewell [e.g., Stoner et al., 2009]. However, there
are still many issues with other simulated remote impacts, such as winds [e.g., Schoof and Pryor, 2014] and
spatial variability of precipitation [Langenbrunner and Neelin, 2013].
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In the SH the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) plays a large role in the variability of the storm tracks. A positive
SAM index indicates a poleward contraction of the mean westerlies and negative SAM indicates an equator-
wardexpansion.When thewesterlies contract poleward, sodo themain storm tracks. In this situationAustralia
receives fewer cyclones and passing fronts from the main storm track [Rudeva and Simmonds, 2015]. Similar
effects are also seen inother regions of the SH [Gillett etal., 2006]. OverAustralia, however, there is an increased
likelihood of cutoff lows forming during positive SAM, since atmospheric blocking is more likely to occur. The
summary by the IPCC AR5 found that although climate models do show some variability similar to the SAM,
there are issues with the exact spatial patterns [Flato et al., 2013].
5. Future Projections
Future changes in the preferred locations of the extratropical storm tracks in awarming climate have received
much attention in the literature due to their importance in the climate system and their socioeconomic
impacts. This section will consider future projections of climate from three main perspectives. (1) The over-
all projections for the extratropical storm tracks and associated cyclones, (2) projections of certain classes of
cyclones, and (2) projections of climate features of importance to extratropical cyclones and how these may
affect the different cyclone classes.
5.1. Projections of the Storm Tracks
There have been a number of recent reviews of projected future changes in extratropical storm tracks and
cyclones [Ulbrich et al., 2009; Kirtman et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2013; Colle et al., 2015; Feser et al., 2015]. For the
North Atlantic and Western Europe regions, the comprehensive review by Feser et al. [2015] finds no consis-
tent trends in cyclone numbers; however, over the western North Atlantic a decrease in cyclone numbers is
projected (see the review by Colle et al. [2015], and references therein). In the SH there is a robust signal of a
poleward shift in the storm tracks in a warming climate [Kirtman et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2013], along with
a consistent poleward shift and increase in upper level transient eddy kinetic energy [Yin, 2005]. The pole-
ward forcing by increased greenhouse gases will be somewhat compensated by the equatorward forcing
due to stratospheric ozone recovery [Son et al., 2008; Polvani et al., 2011; Perlwitz, 2011; Purich and Son, 2012].
Despite the robustness of certain results, there are still questions to be answered on the role of compet-
ing dynamical mechanisms in causing these projected changes (changes in available potential energy, for
example [O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008]).
Feser et al. [2015] found thatmany studies consistently project increases in cyclone intensity over their regions
of interest (e.g., theNorthAtlantic). Nevertheless, changes to cyclone intensities dependon the intensitymea-
sure. Bengtsson et al. [2009] and Champion et al. [2011] find increases in precipitation intensity in simulations
froma single climatemodel using theA1B scenario from the IPCCAR4 (See Figure 13,which showshistograms
of precipitation within cyclones); however, both studies also find no increased vorticity or winds associated
with the increased precipitation, suggesting a lack of feedback between diabatic heating and cyclone inten-
sity. These studies consider either all identified cyclones [Bengtsson et al., 2009] or the extreme tails of the
statistical distribution [Champion et al., 2011] to compare their cyclones. This does not take into account that
the cyclones being comparedmay belong to different classes (e.g., as shown in section 3) in the different time
periods. This type of study would benefit from consideration of the different cyclone classifications detailed
in this review. Idealized studies suggest that warmer or moister conditions act to increase the intensity of
cyclones [Booth et al., 2013b; Pfahl et al., 2015], especially at the more intense end of the distribution [Pfahl
et al., 2015]. Such idealized studies do not take into account the rich spectrum of extratropical cyclone types
and how they may respond differently to climatic change.
5.2. Projections Related to Cyclone Classes
Dowdy et al. [2013b] found, using two climatemodels, that the occurrence of ECLs will decrease with a warm-
ing climate. This decrease has been confirmedwith high-resolution regional climate simulations [Ji et al., 2015]
and with further multimodel studies [Pepler et al., 2016]. However, Pepler et al. [2016] find that there may be
more ECLs exhibiting heavy precipitation in a future climate.
The future of the serial clustering of cyclones (discussed in section 3.8.3) has been investigated by Pinto et al.
[2013] and Economou et al. [2015]. If all intensities of cyclones are taken into account, there is much disagree-
ment between models and the mean change is small. Considering the extreme cyclones (defined based on
percentiles of storm-associated mean sea level pressure at each grid point), there is a projected increase in
clustering of these cyclones over Northern Europe and Scandinavia.
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Figure 13. Area average precipitation along the storm track within a 5∘ area of the storm’s center for (a) December–
February, (b) March–May, (c) June–August, and (d) September–November. The ECHAM5 T319 resolution is shown by
the solid lines, dashed lines are the T213 resolution. The black lines are for the 20th century and the gray lines are for
21st century. The insets are the tails of the distributions scaled to 30 years (90 months). (From Champion et al. [2011],
licensed under CC BY 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode).)
Associatedwith increases in themost intense cyclones [e.g., Feser et al., 2015], a number of studies have found
increases in windstorm-related losses over Europe in a warmer climate [Leckebusch et al., 2007; Pinto et al.,
2012; Held et al., 2013]. A review of literature on future storm damages by Ranson et al. [2014]—where the
authors attempted to standardize the many differing procedures and remove the influence of population
growth on damage estimates—also finds strong evidence for increased losses in the future. Consideration of
the location of the high winds within the storm producing the extreme wind events (as in Hewson and Neu
[2015]) may offer additional insight into these types of future projections.
5.3. Projections of Related Features
Given the coupling of many different classes of cyclones with the upper level jet [e.g., Evans et al., 1994;
Sinclair andRevell, 2000;Deveson et al., 2002], this is ofmajor importance to changes in the extratropical storm
tracks, and the differing classes of cyclones within them. The IPCC AR5 finds that “poleward shifts in the mid-
latitude jets of about 1 to 2∘ latitude are likely at the endof the 21st century under RCP8.5 in bothhemispheres
(medium confidence), with weaker shifts in the NH” [Collins et al., 2013]. These projected changes, however,
are not necessarily zonally symmetric.
One of themechanisms to which some studies attribute their projected cyclone number reductions is known
as “Arctic amplification” [e.g., Screen and Simmonds, 2013]. This is the phenomenonwhereby the Arctic region
warms (and is projected towarm)muchmore than themidlatitudes (at low levels in the atmosphere). This acts
to decrease themeridional temperature gradient, thereby decreasing the baroclinicity. For classes of cyclones
with a high dependence on the surface temperature gradient (e.g., Type A from the threefold classification of
Deveson et al. [2002] or the emerging cloud head from Evans et al. [1994]), this would likely decrease the rate
of cyclogenesis.
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Figure 14. Schematic showing some of the features that different classes of cyclones from different classification
techniques exhibit. This is not an exhaustive list and the lack of a specific feature being indicated does not necessarily
mean that these classes do not exhibit such features. The classifications are the threefold classification of Deveson et al.
[2002], the satellite cloud classes of Evans et al. [1994], the manual classes of Sinclair and Revell [2000], and the
conceptual life cycle models (Norwegian and Shapiro-Keyser).
As well as the overall projected decrease in baroclinicity in the NH, the underlying SST distribution may also
change. The projected slowdown of the AMOC [Chen et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2013] contributes to a localized
warming minimum in the North Atlantic. The storm tracks in this region are sensitive to this local change in
SSTs [Catto et al., 2011; Woollings et al., 2012]. The location of this SST change could impact on the different
classes of cyclones—relative minima in the SST may reduce the potential for strongly diabatically influenced
cyclones in this region (such as Type C [Deveson et al., 2002] or the comma cloud formation [Evans et al., 1994]).
Rossby wave breaking (discussed in section 3.1) is projected to change in the future. Barnes and Hartmann
[2012] investigated projections of this phenomenon in a number of climate models and found that in the
SH—where themodels showconsistent poleward shifts of the jet—cyclonic RWBon thepoleward side of the
jet decreases in frequency. Anticyclonic RWB, which has its peak frequency on the equatorward side of the jet,
shifts polewardwith the jet. Since cutoff cyclones aremore often associatedwith anticyclonic RWB [Thorncroft
et al., 1993], such a change could influence the location and frequency of upper level cutoff cyclones and
thereby the cyclogenesis of certain types of cyclones (e.g., Types B and C from the threefold classification).
6. Conclusions
6.1. Summary
Despite the observation by Zillman and Price [1972] that “no two vortices are the same,” there has beenmuch
research dedicated to the classification of extratropical cyclones. These methods have been used to gain
more insight into extratropical cyclone dynamics and to aid in the forecasting of these systems. Themethods
identified in this review include simple conceptual models, baroclinic life cycles, airflow analysis, satellite
classification using cloud signatures, synoptic precursors (e.g., the location of the upper level jet), and dynam-
ical forcing (e.g., the relative forcing from upper or lower levels). Figure 14 shows a diagram indicating
the features that some of the classifications detailed in section 3 exhibit. The summary in Figure 14 is not
exhaustive, since not all the features mentioned were investigated in each classification study. With the
wealth of available satellite data sets, and the availability of higher resolution gridded reanalysis data sets, this
information could potentially be expanded.
Extratropical cyclones have huge socioeconomic impacts due to their associated precipitation and strong
winds, and these features have also been used to group cyclones. From an observational point of view, more
insight could be gained from combining a number of the classification techniques. Studies have shown that
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cyclones typically exhibit different characteristics when they occur in different regions. The development
of a classification system that encompasses all the different types of cyclones in different regions would be
extremely useful in climate model evaluation and the study of potential future climate changes.
There are a number of limitations to the studies performed in the past. Often, they may be subjective, based
on data from a limited domain or covering only short time periods. Improvements in atmospheric observing
capabilities and data sets, combinedwith increased computational processing power, will allow the results of
previous studies to be expanded using the classification schemes highlighted in Figure 14. Ultimately, doing
such classification will provide greater information on extratropical cyclones.
Many studies have evaluated climate model performance in the representation of extratropical cyclones
and storm tracks. Although models perform well overall, there are remaining biases in cyclone locations,
intensities, cloud features, and precipitation. In particular, moist processes (such as cloud microphysics, con-
vection, and surface fluxes) exhibit biases that can impact on cyclone development and larger-scale climate
features, including the tracks of the cyclones [Coronel et al., 2015]. The impacts of the misrepresentation of a
number of processes (such as ocean circulation and Arctic amplification) and climate features (such as the jet
stream) on these cyclones also need to be taken into account.
Future changes in extratropical cyclones will be sensitive to a number of interacting processes. For example,
changes in baroclinicity due to Arctic amplification, increased moisture availability, shifts in the jet posi-
tion, and associated Rossby wave breaking will all affect the average storm track locations, as well as the
cyclone types.
6.2. Improved Observational Capabilities
The information available from satellites has improved considerably in recent decades, thereby allowingmore
information to be gained about the vertical distribution clouds within extratropical cyclones. The Interna-
tional Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) [Rossow and Schiffer, 2001] uses passive sensors to provide
gridded data of cloud location and occurrence, sorted into bins according to cloud top pressure and visible
optical depth. Cloud profiling radar on CloudSat and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) on the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite can
sample the vertical structure of clouds, which has been a great advance for studies of extratropical cyclone
cloud features [e.g., Lau and Crane, 1995, 1997; Posselt et al., 2008; Naud et al., 2012, 2015; Booth et al., 2013a;
Govekar et al., 2014]. Despite this increased information, there have not been any recent attempt to classify
cyclones using satellite data; however, these data have been shown to add extra insight to other studies [Field
andWood, 2007], such as how cloud and precipitation vary with cyclone strength.
There are a number of reanalysis data sets available that give global data coverage over long time periods
(primarily in the satellite era, the last ∼30 years), typically with a temporal resolution of 6 h. Such data sets
have proved invaluable in the production of climatologies of cyclones and their related features [e.g., Hodges
et al., 2011; Madonna et al., 2014a]. They are also often used as the primary data set against which model
simulations may be evaluated [e.g., Catto et al., 2010].
Some of the shorter-lived cyclones, especially those that undergo rapid development, may not be captured
well by reanalysis data sets with temporal resolution of 6 h. The data set produced during the Year of Trop-
ical Convection (YOTC) ([Waliser and Moncrieff , 2007] which includes 3 h, high spatial resolution data), may
be a valuable resource; however, longer time periods are necessary than the two years (2008–2010) avail-
able. One recommendation from this review is that we should aim for higher temporal resolution data for
reanalysis products and climatemodel output so that rapidly developing cyclones can be better resolved and
therefore analyzed.
6.3. Future Directions
The quantification of the links between different cyclone classes (qualitatively shown in Figure 14) could be
performed bymaking use of the wealth of new observational data sets and objective techniques. The criteria
specified in the different classifications could then be used to compare observational estimates with cli-
matemodels automatically and to investigate future changes in extratropical cyclone structure, development,
and impacts.
The relative importance of diabatic heating in the cyclone development should be investigated in order to
develop anunderstandingof the impact of errors inmoist processes in climatemodels and the future changes
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associated with increased moisture availability. Smaller-scale features tend to interact with moist processes
more than larger-scale features, so higher-resolutionmodelswill be necessary but not sufficient for represent-
ing these particular cyclones. Furthermore, the moist processes, such as cloud microphysics and convection,
also need to be represented well. The links between large-scale climate features and extratropical cyclones
also need to be captured in climatemodels in order to have confidence in future projections. Linking the large
scale to synoptic scale andmesoscale is another areaof study that couldbenefit fromclassification techniques.
A wealth of literature exists on the North Atlantic storm track, which provides excellent insight into the pro-
cesses there. Nevertheless, in order to fully understand the spectrum of cyclone genesis and development,
the analyses need to be expanded globally. Flato et al. [2013] highlighted the need for better assessment of
the SH. Not only are there regions that are severely affected by extratropical cyclones in the SH, the radiation
budget and large-scale Southern Ocean temperatures are also impacted by not representing cyclones and
their associated cloud correctly [Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012].
Extratropical cyclones are an important consideration for many modeling groups in the development of
their models (storm tracks and cyclones are often evaluated between different model versions [e.g., Greeves
et al., 2007]); nevertheless, not all cyclones are the same. Cyclone classification techniques could be usefully
employed during the model development phase to investigate the representation of the different types of
cyclones. In particular, cyclones that most strongly depend on moist processes such as latent heat release
(e.g., Type C cyclones) for their development and which may undergo significant changes in a warmer world,
could be evaluated separately.
Making use of the classification techniques detailed in this review could provide the climatemodeling, model
evaluation, andclimate changecommunitieswithgreater insight into themyriadphysical processesoccurring
in these systems, how they are represented, and how they may change in the future. We could gain greater
understanding of the mechanisms by which high-impact weather (such as heavy rainfall) develops and how
this relates to larger-scale features, understanding of the interconnection ofmodel processes and their biases,
and how extratropical cyclones and their associated impacts may change in the future. Ultimately, this could
lead to improvedprojections of climate change impacts in themidlatitudes andprovidegreater opportunities
for adaptation.
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